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Fill in the gaps in the text with one word. More than one answer              

may be possible. 

 
Peep Show 
 
Undoubtedly the funniest thing you will ever see _____(1) TV,          
Peep Show has the ability to make you laugh and cry _____(2)            
the same time. This groundbreaking show uses special camera         
angles to make the audience relate _____(3) the characters like          
no other. It has been created and produced by David Mitchell and            
Robert Webb, both of _____(4) ironically also play the lead roles           
in the program. The premise of the spectacle is simple, there are            
two flat mates, David a socially awkward weirdo and Jez a failed            
musician with Chlamydia. The show has you in stitches _____(5)          
beginning to end and lasts for 9 whole seasons, which in my            
humble opinion are not enough. What is _____(6), there is a           
sidesplitting if not somewhat controversial character named Super        
Hans. He is, _____(7) a shadow of a doubt, the highlight of the             
show with his off-key remarks and crazy insights. In spite of its            
critical acclaims, Peep Show didn’t achieve consistly high rating,         
though it _____(8) have a loyal following of the intelectual elite           
that understand quality comedy when they find it. 
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Answers: 
 
 
Peep Show 
 
Undoubtedly the funniest thing you will ever see on TV, Peep           
Show has the ability to make you laugh and cry at the same time.              
This groundbreaking show uses special camera angles to make         
the audience relate to the characters like no other. It has been            
created and produced by David Mitchell and Robert Webb, both          
of them ironically also play the lead roles in the program. The            
premise of the spectacle is simple, there are two flat mates, David            
a socially awkward weirdo and Jez a failed musician with          
Chlamydia. The show has you in stitches from beginning to end           
and lasts for 9 whole seasons, which in my humble opinion are            
not enough. What is more, there is a sidesplitting if not somewhat            
controversial character named Super Hans. He is, without a         
shadow of a doubt, the highlight of the show with his off-key            
remarks and crazy insights. In spite of its critical acclaims, Peep           
Show didn’t achieve consistly high rating, though it does have a           
loyal following of the intelectual elite that understand quality         
comedy when they find it. 
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